Getting to Visitors’ Lodge from the airport
1) Drive along Ayer Rajah Expressway (AYE) towards Jurong.
2) Take Exit 8 and go onto Lower Kent Ridge Road towards NUH (National University Hospital).
3) Turn left at the round-about at the end of Lower Kent Ridge Road.
4) The Lodge is about 30 metres from the round-about, on the right side of the road.
5) Alight at the front porch of the Lodge.

Getting to the Conference Location from Visitors’ Lodge
1) Take bus A2 from the bus-stop on the same side as the Lodge.
2) Alight at the bus-stop outside SOC1 (the only grey-blue building on the same side as the big field).
3) To go back to the Lodge from the Conference Location, take bus A1 from the bus-stop, outside LT27.
4) Alight at the round-about.